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EDITORIAL NOTE VOLUME 14
In 2007, Ciencias Psicológicas was born as a scientific journal in psychology and frontier
areas, with all the enthusiasm of a group of psychology academics from Uruguay and the
support of colleagues from other universities, among whom we would like to remember
Prof. Dr. Agustín Romero Medina -Editorial Director of the prestigious Anales de Psicología
of the University of Murcia-. Much help, work, and in principle, strive to have good articles.
All to be learned.
Thirteen years have passed, 28 uninterrupted numbers, different evaluations of the bases.
Today Psychological Sciences is a bilingual and trilingual publication in the abstracts, always
English and Spanish or Portuguese; with a very high composition of original research
articles and made up of more than 70% by collaborations of authors from abroad, making it
more and more a Latin American psychology journal, with a presence from Spain and
Portugal.
Ciencias Psicológicas has already entered another phase, with all the strength provided by
the new director Prof. Dra. Cecilia Cracco, who has the knowledge and passion that must
be put into these endeavors. These are good times to come.
This editorial note reflects the passage from one stage to another, with the expressions of
the new director. Beforehand, we both want to make a very special mention to who has
been one of the pillars of the journal, Lic. Lilian Rué, who has worked on each article, each
graph, each line, from the beginning, with great dedication and expertise. An absence that
will be felt, but which remains with her teachings of good work.
The vision, the tireless work and the quality of the editorial management carried out by the
previous director, Dra. Lilián. R. Daset, allow to project new challenges: improve aspects of
management -both in its support on the digital platform, as in its times-, enhance the
dissemination of published works, enter new bases. None of this would be possible if we
did not have the trust of the authors who submit their work. In this sense, we are happy to
close Volume 14 with a total of 37 works belonging to different Latin American countries.
In this 2020 in which the Covid-19 pandemic has hit the region so hard, we want to wish
our authors, referees and readers a Peaceful Christmas that allows us, despite everything,
to thank and renew our dreams for the year 2021.

Dra. Lilián R. Daset
Dra. Cecilia Cracco
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